Controlled size reduction and its underlying mechanism to form solid-state nanopores via electron beam induced carbon deposition.
Solid-state nanopores have drawn considerable attention for their potential applications in DNA sequencing and nanoparticle analysis. However, fabrication of nanopores, especially those of diameter below 30 nm, requires sophisticated techniques. Here, a versatile method to controllably reduce the diameter of prefabricated large-size pores down to sub-30 nm without greatly increasing the effective pore depth from the original membrane thickness is shown. This method exploits carbon deposition achieved via hydrocarbon evaporation, induced by an incident beam of electrons, and subsequent dissociation of hydrocarbon to solid carbon deposits. The carbon deposition employs a conventional scanning electron microscope equipped with direct visual feedback, along with a stable hydrocarbon source nearby the sample. This work systematically studies how electron beam accelerating voltage, imaging magnification, initial pore size and membrane composition affect the process of pore size reduction. Secondary electrons generated in the membrane material are confirmed to be the main cause of the dissociation of hydrocarbon. Thicker carbon deposited on one side than on the other of the membrane results in an asymmetric nanopore shape and a rectifying ionic transport. A physico-phenomenological model combined with Monte Carlo simulations is proposed to account for the observed carbon deposition behaviors.